
ATOMIC FIREBALL CABINET* 
A larger than life “Atomic Fireball” box beckons you 
to test your candy knowledge with an interactive 
candy jingle game.

BEANBOOZLED CABINET
This case provides some insight into this interesting 
and at times, disgusting treat.

LIFE SIZE CANDYLAND GAME *
Custom made for the Sweet exhibit, the game that 
has entertained us for generations is back!

CRACKERJACK CABINET
The history of Crackerjacks is traced back to its 
humble beginnings

HOLIDAY HOUSE 
Highlights how candy is represented during various 
holidays

JELLY BELLY ART CABINET
Meticulously hand-crafted Jelly Belly mosaics

SWEETHEART PHOTO OP *
There’s room for two (or more) to have their photo 
taken in this nostalgic candy box

GONE FORGOTTEN / SOFT CANDIES CABINET *
Learn about nostalgic candies that are no longer in 
production.

PANNED CANDY CASE
Discover how various candies are made using the 
“panning” method

PERSPECTIVE CABINET *
Wimsical recreation of a vintage factory

TOOLS OF TRADE / INTERNATIONAL CANDIES *
Learn about the various tools that are used to create 
your favorite candies

CANDY CANE BLOB *
An impressive lump of unprocessed raw sugar 
before it transforming into a candy cane

TYPES OF CHOCOLATE CABINET
Differences in chocolates are showcased here, 
along with a candy “cutaway” game that tests 
guests’ candy bar knowledge.

GIANT COPPER KETTLE *
A massive copper kettle used to cook sugar and 
caramels. Accompanied by a fun and challenging 
temperature game

BARN PHOTO OP *
A photo op area that relays information on dairy 
and its role in candy making.

INGREDIENT DEMYSTIFIED
A collage of candy’s most interesting (and 
unusual) ingredients.

FRUIT/NUT CRATES *
Informative display on various fruits and nuts 
used by major candy makers.

RAINFOREST SHANTY *
A replica of a rainforest “shanty” where cocoa is 
collected and processed around the world.

ENTRY CABINET 
A colorful introduction for visitors to see when 
entering the exhibit

CANDY MOUNTAIN *
The most impressive and memorable element of 
this exhibit. Full of eye candy. 

WILLIE WONKA & CANDY POP CULTURE
In this area, we highlight the use of candy in 
popular culture.

VENDING MACHINE DISPLAYS
A large collection of antique and novelty gumball 
machines and candy vending machines on 
display for guests.

Interactive Exhibit Elements

* Interactive Exhibit Element

EXHIBIT SIZE LIMITS
Starting at 5,000 sq ft 

NO. OF TRUCKS 
2


